Softchoice Datacenter TechCheck
Painting the Infrastructure Picture
In order to meet demands of the business and leverage new methods for application delivery,
IT leaders need the right information and framework to make increasingly complex decisions.
Softchoice’s Datacenter TechCheck is ideal for organizations that want to understand the performance
of their current infrastructure components to better evaluate and plan for enhanced application
delivery. The insights derived from the Softchoice Datacenter TechCheck provide the foundation for
a transformational journey by delivering a fact-based portrait of the current state environment to
aid future planning.
Deliverables

Client Benefits

Discovery

• Little to no effort required from internal teams. Tools
are non-intrusive and transparent

Using agent-less data collection tools

Analysis
Completed through senior in-market experts

• Benefit from 180+ presales resources across all
technologies
• Get a comprehensive view of datacenter software,
server and storage interdependencies
• Identify areas for performance and utilization
improvement

Workshop & Analysis Report
A comprehensive report with
recommendations

• Identify opportunities for infrastructure, virtualization,
and software licensing optimization.
• Support business cases and return on investment (ROI)
analysis

Did You Know?
• Rapid innovation in datacenter
technology such as Software Defined,
Converged and Hyperconverged
Infrastucture is outpacing IT’s ability to
evaluate options and set strategy.
• 100% of Softchoice TechCheck clients
stated that the process delivered
insightful results and improved overall
IT outcomes.

Why Softchoice?
• Flexible approach to address specific areas or
cross technology requirements
• Over 500 Datacenter TechChecks completed
in 2015
• Most efficient process to evaluate current state
and understand potential options
• Review sessions supported with broad
community of Datacenter experts proficient in
the latest technology trends

• Receive recommendations for innovative technologies
based on current and future business requirements

Our Value
Regardless of where you might be in your datacenter journey, the Softchoice Datacenter TechCheck
provides an accelerated review of the current environment to deliver actionable insight to help
plan for the future. IT leaders will also learn what similar organizations are doing within their
datacenters. All of this provides new ideas and options tailored to your business and environment
for delivering applications more efficiently.

“Top notch collaboration and excellent
resources! The expertise Softchoice
provides during the TechCheck process
is very valuable.”
– IT Manager, Insurance Company
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